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In the last decade, recommendation systems have gradually become the
most important service for online business, which serve as sales assistants
for e-commerce business increasing their profits. However, the conventional
recommendation systems are usually confronted with two challenges. First,
in online shopping contexts, users often browse products that they do not
go on to order. The majority of action sequences are browsing-browsing
rather than browsing-order. As a result, user actions are not a direct reflec-
tion of user preferences. Second, the popularity of sold products creates a
skewed distribution that results in the problem of cold-start product for re-
commendation. In this paper, we present our research on developing a two-
stage framework of hybrid recommendation system to tackle these two chal-
lenges for tourism product recommendation. In order to extract knowledge
from users’ implicit feedback, we develop the neighborhood structure of users
and products in the multi-behavior interaction network that simultaneously
incorporates the browsing and order behaviors. To ensure the coverage of
cold products, we considered the metadata associated with products and ex-
tracted more features from the textual content to form a product-content
knowledge graph. By embedding the multi-behavior network and product-
content knowledge graph within the recommendation system, we were able to
capture user preferences from implicit feedback and the relationships among
products. To evaluate the proposed model, we conducted experiments on a
real-world dataset. Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach
outperforms several widely-used recommendation systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

E-commerce has achieved great success over the Internet in the last two
decades. Users not only can obtain a huge amount of information but can also
access more and more services online. A growing sector of e-commerce is the
tourism products. Especially for independent travelers, there are many unknowns.
They face questions such as ‘What are points of interest (POIs) worth visiting?’,
‘Which hotel best suits my needs?’, and ‘Which mode of transport should I use
when I reach my destination?’ Answers to these questions can be found on sites
such as Facebook, YouTube, or blogs. In addition, travelers can buy almost all
the travel products that they needed (including SIM cards, theme park tickets,
transportation tickets, etc.) on online travel platforms before leaving for their trip.

The huge number of travel related products available online, as well as the
complexity of their content, means that it can be difficult and time-consuming for
users to find what they are looking for. Therefore, it is important for e-commerce
travel platforms to filter their product offerings through well-designed recommen-
dation systems. The simplest and least effective algorithms merely recommend
the most popular products. However, the results with poor diversity may be re-
commended and then users may always see the same products. This leads to the
lack of personalization tends to undermine the user’s experience of the platform.

Providentially, the websites and apps of travel platforms are able to collect
users’ online behavior when they browse the website and purchase something.

To analyze information on user behavior data can gain a better understanding
of user preference from the products they browsed and ordered. However, there
are still some challenges we need to face for exploring knowledge from implicit
feedback data.

The majority of research into recommendation systems focuses on increasing
the click-through rate [1–3]. However, increasing the click-through rate may not
increase the order rate. Browsing is the process of discovering new products and
includes the decision-making process for which products to purchase. Ordering
is the purchase action, which is usually performed after a significant period of
browsing. Conversion happens when the recipient of a marketing message performs
a desired action [4] (i.e., ordering after browsing). The conversion rate describes
the proportion of website visitors that makes a purchase. Fig. 1 presents statistics
on user-based and product-based conversion rates from the popular travel platform
KKday. The user-based conversion rate measures how many products a user has
bought relative to how they have browsed, while the product-based conversion
rate measures how many users have bought the product after browsing it. Both
types of conversion rates tend to be low. Increasing the browsing rate may not
necessarily have a growth on the ordering rate. Therefore, browsing is not an
accurate measure of user preferences.

Ordering is more powerful in terms of measuring user interest, but often, the
quantity of available data on orders tends to be insufficient to build a reliable
recommendation system due to the data sparsity. Therefore, the incorporation
of data on both browsing and ordering behaviors likely creates a more robust
algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Conversion rate analysis.

Another common issue facing recommendation systems is the right-skewed
distribution of product popularity. In Fig. 2, we present a plot of the browsing
behavior of KKday users against product popularity. The distribution of this graph
is highly skewed, which means that the most popular products are significantly
more popular than the other products. Therefore, if recommendation systems
rely on product popularity and consistently recommend top-selling products over
others, the recommendation results will lack diversity.

The products that are rarely purchased and never purchased are considered as
the cold products. A good recommendation system should consider both the needs
of customers and the company. Customers want to see more popular products
that meet their preferences. The company’s demand is to hope that more cold
products can be seen by customers. Thus, a good recommendation system should
not only recommend popular products but also recommend a selection of cold-start
products which are likely to suit user preferences.

In this paper, we extend the previous work in [5] and propose a two-stage
framework of hybrid recommendation system based on the implicit feedback
between users and products as well as the relationships among products. Before
entering the recommending stage, user segmentation and profiling is developed
for differentiating among users based on users’ specific characteristics. To capture
implicit behaviors, we applied graph embedding so that a product’s representation
contains users who have browsed and ordered the product. This overcomes
the problem of high dimensionality in representing a vertex in a graph and
also provides better representation because it takes neighborhood structure into
account. To find cold-start products similar to those frequently browsed by
users, we incorporated product information with the knowledge graph. The novel
contributions made by this paper are summarized in the following:

• We combine browsing and ordering behaviors in the user-product interaction
network and incorporate information segment of product with the knowledge
graph to increase performance.

• The proposed model recommends products according to different application
scenarios, such as only browsing or only ordering.

• The proposed model considers collaborative filtering and content-based me-
thods simultaneously to increase the accuracy of recommendations as well
as product coverage.
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Fig. 2. Skew of product popularity.

2. RELATED WORK

Recommendation systems predict users’ preferences to recommend items or
services that users may like. Without loss of generality, recommendation lists are
generated based on users’ historical data, item context, and the related information
of the similar users. Collaborative filtering, content-based, and hybrid approaches
are widely used by current commercial recommendation system [6–8].

Collaborative filtering recommendation system explores a correlation or
similarity between users or items to generate a preference [9, 10]. The authors
in [11] model the collaborative relations from the direct and in-direct interactions
between users and products. However, data sparsity and cold start problems
because of different users and inadequate rating information make it hard to
provide accurate prediction [12].

Content-based recommendation approach analyzes textual information of
items previously rated by a user, and builds a model or profile of user interests
based on the features of the items that user rated [13]. By comparing each item’s
features with the user profile, the items that have a high degree of similarity with
items previously preferred by the user will be recommended. The method proposed
in [14] provides the recommendation by predicting the user preference score from
the embedding of news title which is a content-based recommendation. Content-
based recommendation has ability to capture the specific preference of a user but
cannot afford to expand on the users’ existing interests. The limited content
analysis and over-specialization are the problems of a content-based recommen-
dation system [8].

Although collaborative filtering systems are able to deal with the problem
of overspecialization occurred in the content-based filtering approach, it also has
cold start and the sparsity problems. To tackle the problems, hybrid recommender
systems are proposed to adopt a combination of multiple recommendation stra-
tegies to benefit from their complementary advantages [15–18]. The hybrid recom-
mendation model proposed in [19] adjusts recommendation list dynamically by
updating similarity table of items incrementally in incremental update item-
based collaborative filtering and combining content-based algorithm ensures the
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relevance of recommendation. In order to increase the accuracy of recommen-
dations, the hybrid algorithm approach is adopted in our proposed framework.
Furthermore, user-item interaction behavior model and embedding methods of
network and knowledge graph are considered for improving the problem of cold
product coverage.

2.1 Multi-Behavior Based Models

Most studies of recommendation system [11, 20–23] do not take the inter-
actions between users and products (i.e., implicit feedback) into account. However,
there are many interactions that users perform on products that can indicate their
preferences, such as browsing, sharing, adding to favorites lists, and ordering.
It’s obvious that different behaviors provide different meanings to the users. For
example, research has shown that increasing the click-through rate (i.e., browsing)
does not necessarily increase the order rate and may not even positively affect
overall revenue [24].

In order to learn the latent representation of products, prod2vec [20] treat
the products as words, sequences of products purchased as sentences, and embed
the products based on the language model Word2Vec [25, 26]. Behavior2Vec
[27] is similar to prod2vec but instead focuses on multi-behavior interactions
(i.e., viewing and purchasing) to learn product representations. They replace
the products in the sequences with different kinds of behaviors and also apply
Word2Vec model on the sequences to generate the viewing vectors and purchasing
vectors. The learnt vectors can represent the specific action to the product. They
conducted the experiment on four kinds of tasks: viewing to viewing, viewing to
purchasing, purchasing to viewing, and purchasing to purchasing to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed model.

2.2 Network Embedding

A network graph is a data structure widely applied to real-world applications,
such as social networks, technological networks, and information networks [28–
32]. A graph consists of nodes and edges, the edges between two nodes indicate
that there is a connection between them. Due to this kind of characteristic, we
can use such a graph data structure to represent a complex network data easily.
Furthermore, modeling the interactions between entities as graphs has provided the
opportunity to understand the various network systems in a systematic manner
[33]. For instance, in social networks, classifying users into meaningful social
groups is useful for many important tasks, such as user search, targeted advertising,
and recommendation for friendship or product.

The embedding based representation is able to learn the dense and continuous
representations of nodes in a low dimensional space, so that the noise or redundant
information can be reduced and the intrinsic structure information can be pre-
served [34]. With Graph Embedding, it can transform a complex network da-
ta structure to a low dimensional vector representation while preserving the
properties of the raw network structure. Some approaches like node2vec [35]
and deepwalk [36] borrow the concept of natural language processing model like
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Word2Vec to generate the embedding vectors of nodes, they treat the nodes in the
graph as words, and generate sentences by random walking on the graph.

The growth of deep learning techniques has also improved the research of
network embedding. SDNE (Structural Deep Network Embedding) [37] preserves
the first-order and second-order proximities by applying a semi-supervised model.
To model the first-order proximity, SDNE uses the Laplacian Eigenmaps technique
to penalize the similar nodes that are mapped far away from each other in the
embedding space. For the second-order proximity, the autoencoder is applied to
find the representation for a node that can reconstruct the neighborhood.

2.3 Knowledge Graph Embedding

Knowledge graph (KG) has experienced rapid development in recent years
[38]. KG is a multi-relational graph consists of entities (i.e., nodes) and relations
(i.e., edges), which provides a structure to store the human knowledge. It is wide-
ly used in applications such as recommendation systems, word classification, and
question-answering [39–42]. In the recommendation scenario, items or users are
mapped to one or more entities in the knowledge graph.

Knowledge graph embedding is used to learn the low-dimension latent repre-
sentation of entities and relations in a knowledge graph and projecting the elements
in KG into the continuous vector space. TransE [43], TransH [44], and TransR [45]
are three well known knowledge graph embedding methods, they measure the
plausibility of facts by the distance between two entities and exploit the distance-
based scoring functions to generate the embeddings. In TransE, all the entities
and relations are embedded into a same vector space while this will have trouble
when the relations are 1-to-N, N-to-1, or N-to-N. TransH solves this problem by
introducing a hyperplane for each relation in the vector space, and the entities
vectors are projected to the hyperplane before calculating the distance in the
scoring function. TransR introduces relation-specific spaces for each relation, the
entities are projected into a relation-specific spaces before calculating the distance.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The aim of this paper was to construct a framework of recommendation
system for promotion users and retention users. The target users who have a
specific destination for next trip are called as promotion users and the users
who may not have used the services of the selected site for a long period are
considered as retention users. In order to achieve our goal, the framework deve-
lopment is unfolded in two stages: User Segmentation and Profiling and Hybrid
Recommendation.

3.1 User Segmentation and Profiling

In the first stage, we segment the users into different groups and create a
profile for each user. Specifically, for user u ∈ U , given historical logs Logu and
product set P , the output is user class Classu and the user profile Profileu.
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The input historical log Logu = {logu
1 , logu

2 , ..., logu
N } describes the historical

behaviors of user u, where logu
i = {Actionu

i ,P roductu
i ,T imeu

i }. Actionu
i can be a

browsing or order action, Productu
i indicates on which product the user performed

the action, and the time at which the action was taken is represented by Timeu
i .

The product pi in product set P = {p1,p2, ...,pM } keeps a 3-tuple information
pi = (Titlei,Categoryi,Countryi).

The two types of output user classes are promotion and retention. For users
classified into promotion class, their profiles Profileu = {Country : c} include
information on their destination country c. For retention users, we want to extract
the day of the week on which the user is most likely to browse the site. For this
class, Profileu = {Weekday : w} is extracted, which means that the user u is most
likely to browse KKday in the days of the week w.

3.2 Hybrid Recommendation

In the second stage, our task is to predict what products the users may like
and make recommendation P u

rec based not only on historical log Logu ut also
on product information in P . In addition to the original dataset, we include
the outputs from the first stage (i.e., Classu and Profileu are also taken into
consideration) in the second stage. Two hyperparameters, h ratio and top k,
balance the trade-off between recommendation accuracy and product coverage
and affect how many products are recommended.

4. FRAMEWORK

Fig. 3 provides an overview of the proposed framework. The framework is
divided into two stages: the first stage is user segmentation and profiling, and
the second stage is to recommend the products by a hybrid recommendation,
which combines the concept from multi-behavior interaction and the product
information.

Fig. 3. Framework overview.
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4.1 User Segmentation and Profiling

For users who have recently browsed the site, there are available data on
users’ intended destinations; however, this is not the case for users who have not
browsed the site for a while. An effective recommendation system differentiates
among users based on user characteristics. Hence, we segment users into two
classes: promotion and retention. User class affects the information retained for
the user profile. Based on the specific class of the user, our framework will take
the corresponding profile for recommendation.

Promotion users seek products for a particular destination, and the relevant
products must be marketed directly to them. We need to promote the users
to make the orders when we know that they are interested in some countries
and looking for some products belong to the countries. To find these users, we
reference historical browsing behaviors. If they only browsed a few products from
one country, then we classify them as less likely to order these products. If the
number of products that the user browsed from a specific country is between the
lower bound and the upper bound, then we identify this user as interested in that
country. This user is then segmented to the promotion class. Users who have
browsed beyond the upper bound exhibit a high probability of ordering, which
makes direct promotion unnecessary. The destination country of promotion user
u is revealed by their browsing history; the country with the highest number of
products browsed by the user is their selected destination c. This information
is extracted for the user profile Profileu = {Country : c} and will be taken into
consideration in hybrid recommendation.

For some users have become infrequent browsers of a travel platform, the goal
is to devise a strategy to attract them to return to browsing and even potentially
ordering a product. Based on the collected data, travelers are unlikely to make
several trips within the same year; we hence defined a general trip gap. If users
have no record of orders for the length of the general trip gap, then it is assumed
that they are in the market for a new destination; these users are considered
retention users. A good way to attract users to return to browsing is to send
an electronic direct mail (EDM) to targeted users. Because emails can be easily
overlooked as most users receive a high volume of emails, it is important to send
EDMs on the right day of the week when the user is more likely to browse for
travel products (based on historical data). As some examples shown in Fig. 4,
the temporal analysis of one-month browsing behavior for three users is presented.
Each user has specific browsing behavior in temporal feature. Retention users
therefore are profiled as Profileu = {Weekday : w} for recommendation. After
recommended products are predicted for retention users, EDMs can be sent to the
users according to their temporal characteristic of browsing behavior.

4.2 Product-Content Knowledge Graph Embedding

For product information modeling, we build a knowledge graph for products.
A knowledge graph with lots of entities (nodes) connected by different types of
relations (edges) can easily keep the connection between products and get the
structural relatedness between products. The product features we have from
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Fig. 4. Temporal analysis of browsing behavior.

Fig. 5. An example of product-content knowledge graph.

KKday are name, category, and country, and these features can directly be treated
as an entity node in the knowledge graph.

However, recommendation by such knowledge graph still suffers the problems
of the skewed distribution of product popularity and the cold-start. In order to
effectively overcome the problems, increasing connectivity between products is
necessary. To enrich the product information and connection between products,
the content based features of products should be discovered. We apply the text
segmentation method on product name to extract the meaningful segments in the
name and use these segments as the content based features to represent the detail
knowledge of the corresponding products.

Jieba [46] is a well known text segmentation package that receives a sentence
as input and then outputs the words of the sentence in segments. Our proposed
algorithm feeds product names into the Jieba module and the product segments
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are returned. Some segments will only appear in one product and do not therefore
present a relationship to any other product. These segments are helpless to enrich
our recommendation result because the connection to any other products is not
provided by them. Then, all segments are compared across all the products and
thus filtered out so that only key segments remain. In the proposed knowledge
graph, we have products, countries, categories, and segments as our entities. As
an example shown in Fig. 5, we connect the related entities with three types of
relations: product-country, product-category, and product-segment to finish the
knowledge graph construction procedure.

The constructed knowledge graph is a powerful tool that allows us to easily
calculate the relatedness of every product pair based on the product characteristics
of country, category, and segmented product name. For this calculation, we need to
first transform the product entities to a vector representation. Several methods for
knowledge-graph embedding exist, including TransE, TransH, and Trans R. These
methods embed entities in the knowledge graph to a continuous vector space. As
the proposed algorithm deals with only three kinds of relations, TransH is the
most efficient choice for the purposes of this paper.

The scoring function of TransH [44] is defined as follows:

fr(h,t) = ∥h⊥ +dr − t⊥∥2
2. (1)

In TransH, each relation has it’s relation-specific hyperplane wr and a tran-
slation vector dr in the hyperplane. The projected vector h⊥ and t⊥ of h and t
are connected by dr on the hyperplane if the triple (h,r, t) exists in the knowledge
graph. Let’s take a look at an example, there are a similar product pair p1 and
p2 that have the same country, category, segment, and a dissimilar product pair
p3 and p4 which only have the same country. Suppose that we have a perfect
embedding, the projected vector of p1 and p2 will be exactly the same on country
hyperplane, category hyperplane, and segment hyperplane, while the projected
vector of p3 and p4 will only be the same on country hyperplane. Hence the raw
vector of p1 and p2 will be closer than p3 and p4. Based on this characteristic, we
can treat the distance between two product vectors as the similarity measurement.

4.3 Multi-Behavior Interaction Network Embedding

Network embedding is an effective method of modeling user-product inter-
actions because it preserves structural characteristics such as the neighbor-
hood structure of users and products. Browsing and ordering are two common
interactions performed by users on the products featured on e-commerce platforms.
While browsing may not necessarily lead to orders, order logs are sparse for travel
platforms. Hence, we incorporate both actions in a single network to increase the
performance of recommendation.

From historical logs of all users, we build a multi-behavior interaction net-
work (MBIN) as G = {V,E}, where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges
connecting two nodes in V . There are three types of nodes in V : {U : user,BP :
browsing − for − product,OP : order − for − product}, where we call B(P ) and
O(P ) “behavior nodes” that means the browsing or order action on the specific
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Fig. 6. Example of multi-behavior interaction network.

Fig. 7. Hybrid recommendation flow chart.

product. The node in Ui is connected with the node in B(P ) or O(P ) when
the user has browsed or ordered the product. For example, Fig. 6 presents some
user-product interaction behaviors and the generated network.

To generate the latent representation vectors of products, Structural Deep
Network Embedding (SDNE) [37] is applied to our system. The embedding
model takes the user-product interaction network G as its input and learns
latent representation vectors that well preserved the first-order and second-order
structure for every node in the network.

4.4 Hybrid Recommendation

The proposed recommendation system is a hybrid model that combines
data from user-product interactions with product information. User-product in-
teractions provide collaborative information, so preferences can be predicted by
identifying users with similar behavioral patterns. Identifying similarities in the
content-based information of product descriptions helps overcome the problem
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of cold-start products and skewed popularity distributions. Fig. 7 presents the
procedure of the hybrid model in detail. We first decide how many products
recommended for browsing or order should be chosen from the Multi-Behavior
Interaction Network (MBIN) Recommender by top k ∗ h ratio and select the
corresponding number of products from it. We then select top k ∗ (1 − h ratio)
products from the Product-Content Knowledge Graph (PCKG) Recommender.

Algorithm 1 : Hybrid Recommendation
Input: a user u; user class Classu; user profile Profileu; top k products to

recommend; hybrid ratio hratio

Output: recommendation result P u
rec

1: if Classu == promotion then
2: target country = get country profile(Profileu)
3: end if
4: mbin limit = top k ∗h ratio
5: P u

rec = list()
6: while len(P u

rec) < mbin limit do
7: product = pop(MBIN Recommender())
8: switch (Classu)
9: case promotion:

10: if get country(product) == target country then
11: P u

rec.append(product)
12: end if
13: case rentention:
14: P u

rec.append(product)
15: end switch
16: end while
17: while len(P u

rec) < top k do
18: product = pop(PCKG Recommender())
19: if Classu == promotion then
20: if get country(product) == target country then
21: P u

rec.append(product)
22: end if
23: else
24: P u

rec.append(product)
25: end if
26: end while
27: return recommendation result P u

rec

By adjusting the hybrid ratio h ratio, we balance recommendation accuracy with
product coverage. Algorithm 1 presents the procedure of hybrid recommendation,
which generates a recommended list composited from the Multi-Behavior In-
teraction Network (MBIN) Recommender and Product-Content Knowledge Graph
(PCKG) Recommender. The procedures of the MBIN Recommender and PCKG
Recommender are respectively presented in Algorithms 2 and 3.

In Algorithm 1, in lines 1 to 3 we obtain the target country if the user is
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a promotion user. The number of products that should be recommended from
the MBIN Recommender is calculated in line 4. Then we start the procedure
of extracting products from the MBIN Recommender in lines 6 to 16. The loop
stops when the number of recommended products meets the limit. Every time we
extract a product from the MBIN Recommender for a promotion user, we examine
the product country (lines 8 to 14). The same extraction process is applied for the
PCKG Recommender in lines 17 to 26. To generate the final output, if the user
is a promotion user, we check the countries associated with the recommendations
made by the MBIN and PCKG recommenders. If the country matches the target
country stored in Profileu, then the product becomes recommendation result
P u

rec. The procedure is repeated until there are top k products in P u
rec.

Algorithm 2 : MBIN Recommender
Input: a user u ∈ U ; historical records Logu; embedding vectors VBP and VOP

of all browsing and order behaviors; prediction source type Stype(browsing or
order); prediction target type Ttype(browsing or order); last Krecent behaviors
to consider;top Krelated related products to consider

Output: a sorted product list P u
mbin for user u

1: switch (Stype)
2: case browsing:
3: S = list(last Krecent browsing behaviors of u)
4: case order:
5: S = list(last Krecent order behaviors of u)
6: end switch
7: S weight = softmax(freq(S))
8: for i = 1 to Krecent do
9: switch (Ttype)

10: case browsing:
11: RP (i) = list(top Krelated browsing behaviors of S(i))
12: case order:
13: RP (i) = list(top Krelated order behaviors of S(i))
14: end switch
15: RP weight(i) = softmax(RP )
16: for j = 1 to Krelated do
17: SCORE(RP (i,j)) = SCORE(RP (i,j)) +S weight(i) ∗RP weight(i,j)

18: end for
19: end for
20: return sorted product list P u

mbin according to SCORE

4.5 MBIN/PCKG Recommender

The recommendation is generated by both the MBIN Recommender and
PCKG Recommender. The MBIN recommender considers user-product interac-
tions, and the PCKG recommender takes into account the connection between
products. Algorithms 2 and 3 respectively present the procedures of these two
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recommenders.
In Algorithm 2, the MBIN Recommender takes browsing and ordering be-

haviors as input to predict a sorted list of products associated with certain
behavioral patterns. The recent Krecent behaviors and products browsed or
ordered by a target user u are designated as the source S from the historical
logs Logu of user (lines 1 to 6). The interaction counts of the sources are then
normalized to act as weight Sweight(line 7). For every source S(i) interacted
with by the user, we find related behaviors RP (i) by comparing the distance
between the embedding vectors of S(i) and other behaviors in the MBIN, and
normalizing the vector similarities to function as the weight of the related behaviors
to the corresponding source S(i) (lines 8-15). In order to determine which related
behavior is the most meaningful, we update the SCORE(RP (i,j)) of the related
behavior RP (i,j) by adding S weight(i) ∗ RP weight(i,j)(lines 16-18). When the
procedure is completed for all Krecent sources, the SCORE contains the score
of all related behaviors. This enables the algorithm to return the sorted list of
candidate products related to these behaviors for recommendation (line 20).

Algorithm 3 : PCKG Recommender
Input: a user u; historical records Logu; embedding vectors VP of all products

in the PCKG; prediction source type T (browsing or order); last Krecent

interacted products to consider; top Krelated related products to consider
Output: a sorted product list P u

kg for user u

1: switch (Stype)
2: case browsing:
3: S = list( last Krecent browsed products of u)
4: case order:
5: S = list( last Krecent ordered products of u)
6: end switch
7: S weight = softmax(freq(S))
8: for i = 1 to Krecent do
9: RP (i) = list(top Krelated products of S(i))

10: RP weight(i) = softmax(RP (i))
11: for j = 1 to Krelated do
12: SCORE(RP (i,j)) = SCORE(RP (i,j)) +S weight(i) ∗RP weight(i,j)

13: end for
14: end for
15: return sorted product list P u

kg according to SCORE

In Algorithm 3, the input of the PCKG Recommender is a list of products
with which the user recently interacted, and the output is a sorted product list
based on similarity scores among products. The first step is represented by lines
1 to 6, where we obtain source S, which represents the products most recently
interacted with by the target user u. It is obtained from historical logs Logu

of the user. To assign weights Sweight(line 7) for the products in S, we use
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their normalized interaction counts. We find the most related products RP (i) for
every source S(i) interacted with by the user by calculating the distance between
the embedding vectors of S(i) and other products in the PCKG. The weights of
the related products RP (i) to the corresponding source S(i) is the normalized
the vector similarities(lines 8-10). In order to determine the most meaningful
recommendation, we add S weight(i) ∗ RP weight(i,j) to the SCORE(RP (i,j)) of
the related product RP (i,j) (lines 11-13). When all tasks for all Krecent sources
are completed, the SCORE will contain the score of all the related products. A
sorted list is then returned to the user (line 15).

5. EXPERIMENT

5.1 Dataset and Setting

To verify the efficacy of the proposed framework, the experimental dataset
is provided by a traveling e-commerce platform KKday. This dataset contained
browsing and order records (i.e., implicit feedback) as well as product information.
Each browsing/order record contained the timestamp, user id, and product id.
Each set of product information contained product id, product name, category,
country, and selling time. We collected implicit feedback from January 1, 2018, to
March 31, 2019, designating one-year data from 2018 as the training dataset and
three-month data from 2019 as the testing dataset. We only considered the records
of users who ordered five or more kinds of products to avoid outliers. Based on
this dataset, we constructed a multi-behavior interaction network and product-
content knowledge graph. The hyperparameters of network and knowledge graph
embedding were fine-tuned for optimal performance: Krecent, Ksimilar and
Krelated were respectively set to 3, 20, and 20.

5.2 Experiment Tasks

We conducted five experiments to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
framework. In the first two experiments, we evaluated the effectiveness of the mul-
ti-behavior interaction network (MBIN) and product-content knowledge graph
(PCKG). In the last two experiments, we compared the performance of the pro-
posed framework to four baseline algorithms (Collaborative Filtering(CF) [47],
BiNE [48], SDNE [37], TransH [44]).

• Experiment 1: Effective Evaluation of MBIN Features
• Experiment 2: Effective Evaluation of PCKG Features
• Experiment 3: Hybrid Recommendation
• Experiment 4: Recommendation Scenarios
• Experiment 5: Recommendation for Promotion Users

5.3 Evaluation Measurements

To evaluate the framework, we used precision, recall, f1-score, average preci-
sion, and product coverage as the evaluation metrics for recommendation.
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• Precision and Recall

– Precision: The fraction of products that are successfully predicted re-
levant to our prediction.

Preu@k = P u
rec ∩P u

tru

k
, mean-Precision@k = (

∑
u∈U

Preu@k)/ |U |

– Recall: The fraction of products that are successfully predicted relevant
to the user’s ground truth

Recu@k = P u
rec ∩P u

tru

|P u
tru|

, mean-Recall@k = (
∑
u∈U

Recu@k)/ |U |

where P u
rec is the products recommended to the user u and P u

tru denotes the
products browsed or ordered by the user u.

• F1-score: Harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity

F1u@k = 2∗Preu@k ∗Recu@k

Preu@k +Recu@k
, mean-F1-score@k = (

∑
u∈U

F1u@k)/ |U |

• Average Precision: Ranking-aware evaluation metrics

AP u@k =
∑k

i=1(P (k)∗ rel(k))
|P u

tru|
, mean-AP@k = (

∑
u∈U

AP u@k)/ |U |

• Product Coverage: including the product coverage on training or
testing dataset for cold-start product evaluation

– Training-Coverage@k: The fraction of products that are recommended
relevant to the products in the training set

Training −Coverage@k = Prec ∩P train
tru

P train
tru

– Testing-Coverage@k: The fraction of products that are recommended
relevant to the products in the testing set

Testing −Coverage@k = Prec ∩P test
tru

P test
tru

where Prec denotes the products that have been recommended to any of the
users, P train

tru is the products appeared in the training data, and P test
tru is

products appeared in the testing data.
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5.4 Effective Evaluation of MBIN Features

For modeling user-product interaction behavior on recommendation, multi-
behavior interaction network (MBIN) is developed by incorporating browsing and
ordering actions into a single network. To demonstrate the effectiveness of MBIN
features, we trained the embedding vectors from three different kinds of networks:
browsing only, order only and a combination of two. The vectors trained by
the browsing only dataset were used to predict the future browsing. These were
compared with the vectors trained by the combined dataset. A similar approach
was taken with the ordering-only dataset. Results are shown in Table 1. For both
tests, the vectors trained by the combined dataset outperformed those considering
only one type of action.

Table 1. Experiment result of multi-behavior interaction network.
Recommendation
Target

Network
Type Precision @k Recall @k F1 @k mAP @k training coverage @k testing coverage @k

Recommend
Browsing

Browsing
Only 0.0257 0.0571 0.031 0.0195 0.2815 0.3595

Combined
Dataset 0.0267 0.0618 0.0324 0.0203 0.3091 0.394

Recommend
Order

OrderOnly 0.0057 0.045 0.0097 0.0139 0.0971 0.1509
Combined
Dataset 0.0124 0.1164 0.0218 0.0365 0.2026 0.3633

5.5 Effective Evaluation of PCKG Features

In this section, we determine the effectiveness of including name segments in
the knowledge graph. To overcome the problem of cold products and skewed
popularity distribution, product information product-content knowledge graph
(PCKG) is constructed by product name segmentation. Results are presented
in Table 2. Clearly, adding segments to the knowledge graph led to superior per-
formance because it allowed product attributes to be modeled more precisely.

Table 2. Experiment result of product-content knowledge graph features.
Traing Knowledge
Graph Dataset Precision @k Recall @k F1 @k mAP @k training coverage @k testing coverage @k

without segment 0.0026 0.0225 0.0045 0.0041 0.6034 0.7189
with segment 0.0051 0.0474 0.0088 0.0147 0.6074 0.7537

5.6 Hybrid Recommendation

The final step of the proposed algorithm assembles the multi-behavior model
and the product information model into a single framework. Hyperparameter
hratio adjusts the weight granted to each model. By decreasing this hyperpara-
meter from 1 to 0, we can increase product coverage by incorporating more results
from the product information model. Results are presented in Fig. 8. The results
are demonstrated under the task that is using browsing to recommend order. It
shows that setting hratio to 0.8 increased the coverage of products while only
slightly negatively impacting recall and precision. Hence, by fine-tuning hratio, a
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Fig. 8. Metrics for hybrid recommendation.

company can balance the trade-off between product coverage and other evaluation
metrics.

5.7 Recommendation Scenarios

Because the proposed system treats browsing and ordering as different actions
but models them simultaneously, we have the ability to recommend products
based on either browsing or ordering behaviors. There creates four recommenda-
tion scenarios: browsing-recommend-browsing, browsing-recommend-order, order-
recommend-browsing, and order-recommend-order. In this section, we conducted
experiments for these four scenarios to compare the performance of the proposed
framework with that of baseline approaches. Results are shown in Table 3. In most
of the tested scenarios, the proposed system outperformed baseline methods in
terms of precision, recall, f1, and mAP. Although the performance of the proposed
method is similar to that of BiNE for the order-recommend-browsing scenario, its
performance for product coverage is superior. TranH performs best in terms of
product coverage, but the proposed method is superior in other aspects.

The proposed system is aimed at recommending both popular and cold pro-
ducts based on user preferences. Thus, accurate prediction of user preferences and
high hit rates for cold products are two important considerations. In order to
measure the effectiveness of hybrid recommendation, we evaluated the F1-score of
precision and mean cold product hit rate (mCPH) of the recommendation result.
We define the cold product hit rate as the number of cold products that are
recommended to the user divided by the total number of products recommended
to the user. Cold products are those which have a browsing count of less than 50%.
The experimental result shown in Fig. 9 indicates that our method outperforms
baseline methods in all scenarios.

5.8 Recommendation for Promotion Users

To perform an offline evaluation of the results from promotion recommen-
dation, we first defined the ground truth. For the selected platform, promotions
run daily. Therefore, a promotion was defined as (date, user, country). The ground
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Table 3. Experiment result for recommendation scenarios comparison.
Precision @k Recall @k F1 @k mAP @k training coverage @k testing coverage @k

Browsing
recommend
Browsing

CF 0.0206 0.0501 0.0252 0.0165 0.2294 0.2946
BiNE 0.0187 0.039 0.0222 0.0139 0.007 0.009
SDNE 0.0079 0.0151 0.0092 0.0044 0.3067 0.3832
TransH 0.0089 0.0199 0.0108 0.0063 0.5067 0.7088
OUR 0.0212 0.0494 0.03 0.0181 0.4775 0.6595

Browsing
recommend
Order

CF 0.0195 0.1668 0.0337 0.0566 0.2542 0.4371
BiNE 0.0115 0.0932 0.02 0.0406 0.0083 0.0191
SDNE 0.005 0.0431 0.0085 0.0109 0.1827 0.3313
TransH 0.0051 0.0474 0.0088 0.0147 0.6074 0.7537
OUR 0.0201 0.172 0.0361 0.0578 0.4175 0.601

Order
recommend
Browsing

CF 0.0186 0.047 0.023 0.0156 0.1942 0.2491
BiNE 0.0187 0.039 0.0222 0.0139 0.007 0.009
SDNE 0.0079 0.0151 0.0092 0.0044 0.3067 0.3832
TransH 0.0076 0.0181 0.0094 0.0049 0.4132 0.5776
OUR 0.014 0.0347 0.02 0.0105 0.3494 0.4569

Order
recommend
Order

CF 0.0122 0.1114 0.0212 0.0397 0.2257 0.3885
BiNE 0.0115 0.0932 0.02 0.0406 0.0083 0.0191
SDNE 0.005 0.0431 0.0085 0.0109 0.1827 0.3313
TransH 0.0048 0.0462 0.0085 0.0117 0.5204 0.6764
OUR 0.012 0.1137 0.0219 0.0362 0.368 0.5629

truth of the promotion is defined as whether the user browsed or ordered the
promoted product within one month of the promotion. Because user segmentation
for promotion is achieved by checking browsing behaviors, the recommendation
scenarios for this experiment were browsing recommend browsing and browsing
recommend order. Results are shown in Table 4. Comparing the performance
of the other baseline methods, most of the experimental results are better than
other methods except for the coverage measurement. The coverage performance
of TransH and the proposed system is very competitive.

Table 4. Experiment result for promotion recommendation comparison.
Precision @k F1 @k mAP @k training coverage @k testing coverage @k

Browsing
recommend
Browsing

CF 0.0487 0.0978 0.0581 0.0453 0.3462 0.4532
BiNE 0.0565 0.1139 0.0674 0.0536 0.1249 0.1640
SDNE 0.0341 0.0644 0.04 0.0249 0.3852 0.48
TransH 0.0213 0.0438 0.0254 0.018 0.5536 0.7843
OUR 0.0505 0.1034 0.0606 0.045 0.4502 0.6372

Browsing
recommend
Order

CF 0.0391 0.2341 0.0642 0.1054 0.3802 0.6161
BiNE 0.0398 0.2239 0.0653 0.1034 0.1152 0.2154
SDNE 0.0274 0.1661 0.0451 0.0585 0.3416 0.5114
TransH 0.0094 0.0636 0.0158 0.0225 0.6056 0.7894
OUR 0.0404 0.2415 0.0664 0.1014 0.39 0.6209

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a framework of hybrid recommendation model
for tourism product recommendation. We first addressed that an effective recom-
mendation system should differentiate among users based on user characteristics
and developed the module of user segmentation and profiling for recommending
specific users. To extract knowledge from implicit feedback, we developed the
neighborhood structure of users and products in an interaction network to simul-
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Fig. 9. Effectiveness of hybrid recommendation.

taneously incorporate both browsing and ordering behaviors. The multi-behavior
characteristic allows the system to recommend products based on either browsing
or ordering, or a combination of both. To deal with the problem of skewed po-
pularity distribution in which cold products are overlooked, we take product in-
formation into consideration using metadata to form a knowledge graph based
on textual content. By applying embedding algorithms to the multi-behavior in-
teraction network and the product-content knowledge graph, we are able to cap-
ture user preferences from implicit feedback as well as the relationships among
products. To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, we conducted
experiments on a real-world dataset. Experimental results indicate that the pro-
posed approach outperforms other widely used recommendation systems.
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